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ABSTRACT 
We derive a computable set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a homomorphism 
from one shift of finite type to another. Also we consider an equivalence relation on subshifts, called 
weak equivalence, which was introduced and studied by Beal and Perrin. We classify arbitrary shifts of 
finite type up to weak equivalence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [2], Beal and Perrin introduce an equivalence relation on subshifls called weak 
equivalence, and classify a special collection of irreducible shifts of finite type 
(SFTs) up to weak equivalence. We classify arbitrary SFTs up to weak equivalence. 
For this, first we introduce the notion of a phase matrix for an SFT, and show 
that the set of phase matrices for an SFT is a computable isomorphism invariant. 
With Theorem 4.4 we formulate necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of 
phase matrices for there to exist an extension of a given homomorphism NW(S) 
N W (T) between nonwandering sets of SFTs S and T to a homomorphism S --+ T. 
We use this extension result to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a homomorphism from one SFT to another (Theorem 5.1). 
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Extension results are significant in symbolic dynamics. Boyle's extension result 
[3, Extension Lemma 2.4] is the key to characterizing when there exists an 
epimorphism from one mixing SFT onto another of lower entropy, and has had 
other applications as well. (For example, a refinement of that result, [5, Theorem 
5.3], establishes that the Markovian property of a homomorphism is in a certain 
sense not local.) The extension theorem for inert automorphisms of Kim and Roush 
[6] is a central tool in the study of automorphisms of an SFT. (See [4], [7] and 
[8].) The study [ 1 ] provides avariety of surjective xtension results. It follows from 
the work of Maass [13] that an open problem on extensions, Problem 6.8 below, is 
very closely related to the problem of characterizing the limit sets of stable cellular 
automaton maps. 
As a consequence of Lightwood's machinery for extending certain classes of 
homomorphisms of Z 2 SFTs, we know that for a large class of examples the 
key issue for existence of an embedding between Z 2 SFTs is the existence of a 
homomorphism between them [10,11 ]. This provides ome additional motivation 
for our existence result in the more tractable d = 1 case. 
We thank Danrun Huang for calling our attention to the paper of Beal and Perrin, 
and we thank Mike Boyle for many helpful discussions about this problem. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Shifts of finite type 
We assume some familiarity with shifts of finite type. See [9] and [12] for more 
complete background. 
Given n > 0, let En = {0, . . . ,  n - 1 }z denote the set of doubly-infinite s quences 
(xi)i~z where each xi ~ {0 . . . . .  n - 1}. Give to E, the product of the discrete 
topology on {0 . . . . .  n - 1}. Then E, is compact and metrizable. The shift is the 
homeomorphism a : En --+ En given by cr(x)i = Xi+l. The pair (En, a) (or just 
~n for short) is the full n-shift. A full shift is a full n-shift for some n. If S is a 
closed, tr-invariant subset of a full shift, then the pair (S, or) (or just S for short) is 
a subshift. 
A word on {0 . . . . .  n - 1} is a finite concatenation Wl... wk, where each wi 
{0 . . . . .  n - 1 }. Given a subshift S, a point x ~ S, and coordinates i < j ,  often we 
write x[i, j] to denote the word xi . . .x j .  
I fa subshift S may be written 
S = {x ~ En: no word 
for a finite set of words ~-, then 
A homomorphism f : S 
function with the property that 
by x- i . . ,  xo... xj for each x E 
in U appears in x } 
S is a shift offinite type (SFT). 
T from one SFT to another is a tr-equivariant 
there exist i, j /> 0 such that f(x)o is determined 
S. Then f is r-block where r = i + j + 1. If f is 
surjective it is an epimorphism. An injective pimorphism is an isomorphism. Any 
homomorphism f : S ~ T is isomorphic to a one-block homomorphism, in the 
sense that there exists an SFT S t and an isomorphism go : S' ~ S such that f o go is 
one-block. 
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2.2. Edge shifts 
Let A be an n x n matrix over the non-negative integers which has no 0-row or 
0-column. Then A is the adjacency matrix for a directed graph G(A): G(A) has 
vertex set {vl . . . . .  v,} where the number of edges from vi to oj is A(i, j). Let 
E(A) = {edges in G(A)} and V(A) = {vertices in G(A)}. Put 
~a = {X = (Xi)iE Z E C(A) 2 [ each xixi+ 1 is a path in G(A)}. 
Give to EA the relative of the product of the discrete topology on E(A). Then, by 
thinking of edges in £(A) as numbers in {0 . . . . .  I£(A)I -- 1}, EA is a special type of 
subshift, called an edge shift. Any edge shift is an SFT. Also, any SFT is isomorphic 
to an edge shift. 
2.3. Irreducible shifts of finite type 
Let A be as in Section 2.2. Then A, G(A), and •A are irreducible if, for each 
1 ~< i, j ~< n, there xists L = L(i, j )  such that AL(i, j )  > 0. If there exists a uniform 
L > 0 such that AL(i, j) > 0 for all 1 ~< i, j <~ n, then A and G(A) are primitive . If 
A is primitive, then EA is mixing. 
A point x e I] a isperiodic if there exists p > 0 such that aP(x) = x. In this case 
p is aperiod ofx. When A is irreducible, we define the period of A, G(A) and Ea 
to be the greatest common divisor of the set of periods of the periodic points in EA. 
Note that for p imitive A, the period of A is 1. 
Given a path w ---- wo.. .  Wl-1 of edges in G(A), the length ofw is Iwl = l. Denote 
by in(w) and ter(w) the initial and terminal vertices of w, respectively. If A is 
irreducible, say that vertices vi and vj in 1;(A) are period equivalent if there is a 
path w in G(A) with in(w) = vi and ter(w) = vj such that Iwl is divisible by p = the 
period of A. This defines an equivalence r lation on "I;(A), and induces a partition 
of I;(A) into a disjoint union of p sets 
l)(A) = 1;°(A) u . . -  u ),)P-1 (A). 
The ~)i(A) are called the cyclically moving vertex sets of 1;(A). This partition of 
l;(A) induces apartition of lEA into p sets 
p-1  
EA-~- E O U" 'U  E A , 
where E~ = {x e EA: in(xo) e 1} i (A) }. The E~ are called the cyclically moving sub- 
sets of EA. By re-labelling if necessary, we may assume that a (E/~) = ~(i+1) modp 
~A 
for 0 ~< i ~< p - 1. Each E~ is both invariant and mixing under trp. 
2.4. Reducible shifts of finite type 
Let A be as in Section 2.2. The nonwandering set of EA, denoted NW(A),  is the 
closure of the set of periodic points in $]a. The nonwandering set NW(A)  is an 
SFT, and is a disjoint union 
NW(A)  = C(A)I U . . .UC(A)K,  
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where each C(A)i is an irreducible SFT. The C(A)i are called the irreducible 
components of~a.  I lK  > 1, then EA is reducible. 
For 1 ~< i ~< K, let Pi denote the period of C(A)i. Then C(A)i is partitioned into 
cyclically moving subsets C(A) ° . . . . .  C(A)Pi-l, each of which is both invariant and 
mixing under aPi, as in Section 2.3. Therefore we can find li/> 1 such that i fq and 
q~ are any two vertices in the same cyclically moving subset of the graph ~(C(A)i), 
then there exists a path w in ~(C(A)i) of length Iwl = Pi • li such that in(w) = q 
and ter(w) = q'. Such li is called a cyclic transition length for C(A)i. 
3. HOMOMORPHISMS BETWEEN IRREDUCIBLE SFTS 
Let S and T be subshifts. Write S PEG T if, for each periodic point x 6 S of period 
p, there is a periodic point y 6 T of period q, such that q divides p. 
Theorem 3.1. Given irreducible SFTs S and T, there exists a homomorphism 
f : S ~ T if and only if S PE~ T. Moreover, assuming S PER T, then given any 
pair of  cyclically moving subsets S O and T O in S and T respectively, f • S --+ T 
may be chosen so that f ( S °) C T °. 
Proof. If f : S ~ T is a block code and x ~ S is a periodic point of period p, then 
f (x )  ~ T must be a periodic point of some period dividing p, by the a-equivariance 
o f f .  
Conversely, first suppose S PER T and T is mixing. In this case, let S be the 
empty subshift, and let f : S -+ T be the empty homomorphism. By [3, Extension 
Lemma 2.4], f extends to a homomorphism f : S ~ T. 
Now suppose S PER T where T is no longer assumed to be mixing. Decompose 
S and T into disjoint unions of cyclically moving subsets, each of which is invariant 
and mixing under the pth power of the shift, where p is the period of S (the period 
of T divides p by assumption). Fix cyclically moving subsets S O of S and T O of 
T, and let X = (S °, ap) and Y = (T °, aP). Then X '°E~ Y and Y is mixing so, 
by the previous paragraph, there exists a homomorphism f0 : X --+ Y. Every other 
cyclically moving subset of S is equal to ai (s  O) for some unique 1 ~< i < p. So 
define a homomorphism fi on ai (s  O) by f /=  a i o fo o a -i, and define f : S --~ T 
by f (x )  = j~(x) where x ~ ai(s°). [] 
4. EXTENDING HOMOMORPHISMS DEFINED ON A NONWANDERING SET 
Let  E A be a reducible dge shift. Write the nonwandering set NW(A)  = C(A)I I..1 
• .. u C(A)K as a disjoint union of irreducible components, and let Pi denote the 
period of C(A)i. Fix in each C(A)i one cyclically moving subset C(A) °, and enu- 
merate the remaining cyclically moving subsets in C(A)i by C(A)] . . . . .  C(A) pi-I , 
where C(A)ki = ak(C(A)°). 
Given this enumeration fthe cyclically moving subsets, for each i, j ,  define the 
set of connection paths from C(A)i to C(A)j,  denoted C PA (i, j) ,  to be the set of 
paths in ~(A) of the form xo...xt-1 which have initial vertex in some C(A)~, and 
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terminal vertex in some C(A)~. The number s + t - r, taken mod gcd(pi, p j), is the 
phase change of the path xo . . . xt_ 1. 
Now define a K x K matrix PA as follows. The entries of PA are sets. Specifically, 
Pa(i, j )  C Zgcd~pi,pj) is the set of phase changes of paths in CP(A i ,  A j). Let 
M(A) denote the set of phase matrices for A. Note that the finitely many possible 
enumerations ofthe cyclically moving subsets determine the finitely many matrices 
in .M(A). By a phase matrix for A we mean a matrix PA determined by some 
enumeration ofcyclically moving subsets. 
Given x and x' in EA, say that x and x' are backwardly asymptotic if there exists 
k ~ Z such that xi = x~ for all i <<. k, and forwardly asymptotic if there exists k ~ Z 
such that xi = x~ for all i/> k. 
Remark 4.1. Let PA be a phase matrix for A. Then c ~ Pa(i, j )  if and only if there 
exist x, y and z in EA such that 
• z is backwardly asymptotic to x and forwardly asymptotic to y, 
• x ~ C(A)~ and y ~ C(A)~, and 
• s - r - cmodgcd(pi ,  pj) .  
It follows that, if 4~ : ~]A ~ ~]C is an isomorphism which respects the numberings 
of the irreducible components and cyclically moving subsets, then the associated 
phase matrices PA and Pc are equal. In particular, the set A4(A) of possible phase 
matrices for A is an isomorphism invariant. 
Example 4.2. Let A be the adjacency matrix for the following graph ~(A). (Here, 
0 I ~(a) has vertex set {Vl °, v~, v~, v, v 2, v 2, 
Let C(A)I correspond to the cycle on the left and let C(A)2 correspond to the 
cycle on the right. Choose the cyclically moving subset C(A) ° to be those points 
x e C(A)l such that the initial vertex of xo is v °, and C(A) ° to be those points 
x ~ C(A)2 such that the initial vertex of x0 is v °. Then the phase matrix for this 
choice is 
PA=(  {0}0 {0}{2})" 
Remark 4.3. Let D(A) denote the set of K x K diagonal matrices D, where each 
D(i, i) is an element of the group Zpi. Note that, if M and M' are any two phase 
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matrices in A4(A), then there is a matrix D ~ D(A) such that M' = DMD -x, by 
which we mean that, for each i, j ,  
(1) M'(i, j)  = {D(i, i) + s - D(j, j): s ~ M(i, j)}. 
Conversely, given M ~ A4(A) and D e D(A), the matrix DMD -1 is in A4(A). Thus 
the set A4 (A) is computable via the following finite process: 
(1) Arbitrarily choose an enumeration ofthe cyclically moving subsets for A.
(2) Construct the phase matrix PA for this choice, as defined above, and include 
this PA in A4(A). 
(3) For each D ~ D(A), add to A4(A) the matrix DPAD -1. 
Now let EB be another educible dge shift with nonwandering set NW(B)  = 
C(B)l u ... u C(B)L, and let qi denote the period of the irreducible component 
C(B)i. Suppose there exists a homomorphism fo :NW(A)  ~ NW(B).  Then f0 
induces aset function g : {1 . . . . .  K} ~ {1 . . . . .  L} by the following rule: C(B)g(i) is 
the irreducible component of ~8 which contains fo(C(A)i). 
In each irreducible component C(B)i, arbitrarily choose one cyclically moving 
subset C(B) °, and enumerate the remaining cyclically moving subsets in C(B)i 
by C(B)ki = ak(C(B)°). Let PB be the phase matrix determined by this choice. 
Say that a phase matrix Pa for A is compatible with (PB, f0) if PA is the phase 
matrix determined by a choice of the cyclically moving subsets C(A) ° in C(A)i 
B 0 such that each fo(C(A) °) C C( )g(i)" For such PA let PA be the matrix such that 
each P a (i, j ) is the set of elements in PA (i, j)  taken mod gcd (qg (i), qg(j ) ). 
Theorem 4.4. Let ~A and ~B be reducible dge shifts, as above, and let fo : 
N W ( A ) --~ N W ( B ) be a homomorphism. Let g : {1 . . . . .  K} ~ {1 . . . . .  L} be the set 
function induced by fo. Choose a phase matrix PI~ for B, and let PA be a phase 
matrix for A compatible with ( PB, fo). 
Then fo extends to a homomorphism f " ~A ~ ~'~B i f  and only if  each P A(i, j )  
is contained in PB(g(i), g(j)). 
Proof. Suppose f0 extends to f : EA --+ EB. Let ~ e ffA(i, j )  and let c ~ PA(i, j )  
satisfy c =- ~ modgcd(qg(i), qg(j)). By Remark 4.1 there exist x, y and z in EA such 
that 
• z is backwardly asymptotic to x and forwardly asymptotic to y, 
• x ~ C(A)~i and y ~ C(A)~, and 
• s - r =-- cmodgcd(pi, pj). 
Let g (~, respectively) denote s (r, resp.) taken modulo qg(i) (qg(j), resp.). Then 
• f (z )  is backwardly asymptotic to f (x )  and forwardly asymptotic to f(y),  
• f (x )  c C(B)gg(i) and f (y )  c C(B)g(j), and 
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• s -- r -- ~modgcd(qg(i), qg(j)). 
Hence ~ ~ PB(g(i), g(j)). 
For the converse first note that we may assume, without loss of generality, that 
f0 is one-block. For, if not, then we can choose an SFT Ec and an isomorphism 
~0 : Ec ~ EA such that fo o ~olNw~c) isone-block. The isomorphism ~p can be taken 
to respect he numberings of the irreducible components and cyclically moving 
subsets, which implies Pc = PA, by Remark 4.1. It follows that fo extends to all of 
EA if and only if fo o ~Ollvw¢c) extends to all of Ec. 
Claim 4.5. Suppose ach ff A ( i , j) C P B (g ( i ) , g (j ) ). Then there exists M > 0 such 
that, for each i, j and for each path Q ~ C PA (i, j)  of length IQ] >~ M, there exists a 
path a' ~ C P B (g( i ), g(j ) ) such that Ia'l = Ial, in(a') = fo(in(Q)), and ter( Q') = 
f0(ter(Q)), 
To prove Claim 4.5, first recall that each C(A)i has a cyclic transition length li. 
WLOG assume that li is a cyclic transition length for C(B)g(i) as well. (If not, just 
make li larger.) Let 
l = max{l /},  
i 
and let 
P=HPi .  
Note that if v and v' are any two vertices in the same cyclically moving subset of 
some C(B)g(i), then there is a path in C(B)g(i) of  length  lp from v to v'. 
Next, pick T large enough so that, for each i, j and for each 6 e ffa(i, j), there 
exists a path Q ~ CPB(g(i), g(j)) of length at most T with phase change ~. 
Then, for each i, j ,  pick Ri,j large enough so that all integers r greater than Ri,j 
and divisible by gcd(qg(i), qg(j)) are contained in the N-ideal 
(qg(i), qg(j))N :----- {mqg(i) -I- nqg(j): m E N, n E N}. 
Let R = maxi, j Ri,j, and set 
M = T + R + 21p + 2m.axqg(i). 
l 
To see that M satisfies the requirements of Claim 4.5, let Q ~ CPA(i, j) have 
length IQI >/M and phase change c. Assume that in(Q) is in some C(A)~ and 
ter(Q) is in some C(A)~, so that c = s + IQI - rmodgcd(pi, pj). Let Q1 
CPB(g(i), g(j)) have phase change ~ - cmodgcd(qg(i), qg(j)) and IQll ~< T. 
Extend QI to the left in ~(C(B)g(i)) by at  most qg(i) and to the right in 
~(C(B)g~j)) by at most qgcj) to a path Q2 ~ CPB(g(i),g(j)) with in(Q2) 
C(B)gg(i) and ter(Q2) e C(B)g(j), where g = s modqg(i) and ~ - r modqg~j). Note 
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that Q2 has phase change & Also, I QI - 21p - I Q21 is divisible by gcd(qg(i), qg(j)) 
and greater than R, so 
IQ I -  21p- IQ21 E {qg(i), qg(j)}N. 
Hence 
IQ I -  21p = IQ21 +aqg(i) +bqg(j) 
for some a, b/> 0. So we may extend Q2 to the left in ~(C(B)g(i)) by aqg(i) and to 
the right in ~(C(B)g(j)) by bqgcj ) to a path Q3 E CPB(g(i), g(j)) with 
n g • in(Q3) ~ C()g(i) ,  
• ter(Q3) 6 C(B)g(j), and 
• IOl=la31+2lp. 
Finally, by choice of/, we may extend Q3 to the left in ~(C(B)g(i)) by lp and to the 
right in ~(C(B)g(j)) by lp to a path Q' ~ CPB(g(i), g(j)) with 
• in(Q') = fo(in(Q)), 
• ter(Q') = f0(ter(Q)), and 
• IQI = IQ'I. 
This completes the proof of Claim 4.5. 
Now define f : ]~A "-> EB as follows. Let M > 0 be as in Claim 4.5, and let 
Q --+ Q' be a chosen associated map on connection paths Q of length at least M. 
Consider the set of paths V WX in G(A) which satisfy 
1. V is in a component C(A)i and IVJ = M, 
2. X is in a component C(A)j and IXI = M, 
3. the only C(A)i-vertex of W is its initial vertex, and the only C(A)j-vertex of 
W is its terminal vertex, and 
4. W does not contain any path of length M from NW(A).  
Let x 6 EA.  For each k 6 Z such that x[k, k + IVWXI - 1] is a path satisfying 
(1)-(4) above, set f(x)[k, k + IVWl - 1] = (VW)'. Elsewhere in x, define f (x) i  = 
fo(x)i. As there is an upper bound on the lengths of paths VWX which satisfy 
(1)-(4) above, f is a homomorphism. By construction, f0 is the restriction of f to 
NW(A).  [] 
5. HOMOMORPHISMS BETWEEN REDUCIBLE SFTS 
Our main theorem below characterizes when there exists a homomorphism between 
arbitrary SFTs. 
Theorem 5.1. Let ]~A and EB be reducible dge shifts with nonwandering sets 
NW (A) = C(A)l u . . .U  C(A)K and NW (B) = C(B)I u . . . u C(B)L. Let PB be a 
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phase matrix for B. Then there exists a homomorphism f : EA ~ EB if and only 
if we may choose a set function g : {1 . . . . .  K} ~ {1 . . . . .  L} and a phase matrix PA 
for A such that, for 1 <<. i, j <~ K, 
(1) C(A)i PER C(B)g(i), and 
(2) -ff A(i, j) C PB(g(i), g(j)). 
Proof. Given a homomorphism f : E A ~ EB,  let c(n)g(i ) be the irreducible 
component of EB containing f(C(A)i). This defines aset function g :{ 1 . . . . .  K} --. 
{1 . . . . .  L}. Then, for 1 <<. i <~ K, flc~a)g : C(A)i ~ C(B)g(i) is a homomorphism, 
so C(A)i PER C(B)g(i), by Theorem 3.1. 
For 1 ~< j ~< L and i ~ g- l ( j ) ,  choose C(A) ° to be a cyclically moving subset of 
C(A)i such that f(C(A)°i) C C(B)~. Let PA be the phase matrix for A induced 
by this choice of the cyclically moving subsets C(A) ° in C(A)i. Then PA is 
compatible with (PB, f0), where f0 = flNW(A). By Theorem 4.4 each ffa(i, j) C 
Ps(g(i), g(j)). 
Conversely suppose we may choose a set function g : {1 . . . . .  K} ~ {1 . . . . .  L} 
and a phase matrix PA for A such that conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 5.1 
are satisfied for 1 ~< i, j ~< K. By condition (1) and Theorem 3.1, there exists 
a homomorphism f0 : NW(A) --+ NW(B) such that C(B)g(i) is the irreducible 
component of E8 containing fo(C(A)i). Moreover, by Theorem 3.1, f0 may be 
chosen so that each C(B)°g(i) contains fo(C(A) °) (i.e. PA is compatible with 
(PB, f0)). It then follows from Theorem 4.4 that f0 extends to a homomorphism 
f : EA ~ E B. [] 
6. WEAK EQUIVALENCE OF SFTS 
Definition 6.1. Let S and T be subshifts. If ~o : En ~ Em is a homomorphism 
between full shifts E~ and ~]m which contain S and T respectively, such that 
~0-1 (T) = S, then write ~0 : S ~ T. If such a ~0 exists, write S ~ T 
Definition 6.2 (Beal and Perrin). 
and T ~ S. 
Subshifts S and T are weak equivalent if S --~ T 
Aflower shift is an SFT presented by a directed graph made up of loops that all 
begin and end at a single vertex. If the lengths of the loops of a flower shift S are 
s := (Sl . . . . .  Sn), then we define (s)r~ to be the N-ideal s iN+. . .  +snN. Given flower 
shifts S and T, which define ideals ( )N and (t)N, Beal and Perrin [2] prove that S 
and T are weak equivalent if and only if (s)N = (t)l~. 
Proposition 6.3. The following are equivalent for subshifts S and T. 
(1) S-~ T. 
(2) There exists an SFT S' containing S, a subshifi T' containing T, and a 
homomorphism f : S' --~ T I such that f - l (T )  = S. 
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Proof. (1) =~ (2): Let (f, S', T') be (~o, En, Era) from Definition 6.1. 
(2) :=~ (1): Choose r/> 2 so that f is r-block. We may assume WLOG that S' is 
a 1-step SFT, which means that a point x is in S' if and only ifxixi+l is an allowed 
word of length 2 in S' for each i e Z. Let En-1 and Era-1 be full shifts containing 
S' and T' respectively. Define an r-block homomorphism ~o : En --+ Em by: 
~p(Xo... Xr-1) = I f(xo.. .  Xr-1) 
I m-1 
i fxo.. .Xr-1 is allowed in S', 
if xo.. .  Xr- 1 is not allowed in S'. 
Then ~0 : ~n ~ Em is well-defined, and ~0 -1 (T) = S. [] 
Theorem 6.4. Let S be an SFT and let T be a subshift. Then S --+ T if and only 
there exists a homomorphism f : S ~ T. 
Proof. If~o : S _S, T, then f = ~ols is a homomorphism. Conversely, i f f  : S --+ T is 
a homomorphism, then letting S' = S and T' = T, condition (2) of Proposition 6.3 
is satisfied. Hence S --+ T. [] 
The requirement that S be an SFT can not be removed from Theorem 6.4. To see 
this note that, if S is a non-SFT subshift and T is an SFT, then it can not be the 
case that S ~ T. However there are plenty of examples of homomorphisms from 
non-SFT subshifts to SFT subshifts. 
Corollary 6.5. Let S and T be SFTs. Then S and T are weak equivalent if  and 
only if there exist homomorphisms f : S --+ T and g : T --+ S. 
Corollary 6.5 follows directly from Theorem 6.4. Corollary 6.5 combined with 
Theorem 5.1 provide a classification of weak equivalence for SFTs. 
The next proposition isan easy observation which werecord to further emphasize 
the local nature of the weak equivalence r lation. For a subshift S, let Wk(S) denote 
the set of words of length k occurring in points in S. Given n 6 N, let S~ denote the 
largest SFT such that W~ (Sn) = W, (S). If f : S ~ T is an R-block homomorphism 
between subshifts then, for r /> R, the R-block rule defining f also defines a 
homomorphism fr : Sr --+ Tr-R. 
Proposition 6.6. Suppose ~o : S --~ T, and let f = ~Ols. Then there exists a positive 
integer R such that, for all r >~ R, fr is well-defined and fr-1 (T) ---- S. 
Proof. We have ~o : En ~ Em for some n and m. Choose R so that ~o is R-block. 
Observe that S C SR C En because SR C S1 and S1 is the smallest full shift 
containing S. Also ~olsR = fR because ~v and f are defined by the same R-block 
rule. Therefore ~olsr = fr for all r/> R. We know ~v-l(T) = S, so (~olsr)-l(T) = S 
and hence f r l (T )  = S for all r ~> R. [] 
Say that a homomorphism f defined on a subshift S is steady if there is an SFT 
S' containing S such that f is well-defined on S', and f applied to S' has the same 
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image as does f .  A subshift S is sofic if there exists an SFT R and an epimorphism 
R~S.  
Remark 6.7. If S ~ T where S is a non-SFT subshift, then there exists a 
homomorphism f : S --+ T which fails to be steady. This is true in particular if 
S is strictly sofic. To see this, suppose 9 : S --+ T and let f = 9Is. If f were steady, 
then there would exist an SFT S t containing S such that f is well-defined on S t 
and f (S  t) = T. Then, for all r sufficiently large, fr is well-defined and Sr C S', so 
f r  1 (T) = Sr. But Sr # S because S is non-SFT, contradicting Proposition 6.6. 
Remark 6.7 points to a seeming resemblance between Proposition 6.6 and the 
following difficult open problem. 
Problem 6.8. Give necessary and sufficient conditions for a homomorphism 
defined on a sofic shift to be steady. 
One motivation for Problem 6.8 is to characterize the limit sets of stable cellular 
automaton maps. These limit sets are the subshifts T for which there exists a cellular 
automaton map f and a positive integer such that T = Image(f r) = Image(fr+l). 
In [13], Maass tudies such limit sets, and shows that they are precisely the mixing 
sofic shifts S which contain a receptive fixed point and which admit a steady 
epimorphism f : S ~ S. 
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